
  November 8-9, 1985 
 
 NOTE FOR THE RECORD 
 
 
Subject: Visit of four journalists to AKRSP offices & project villages on November 8-9, 1985. 
 
 
The visitors were: 
 
- John Elliott, Financial Times, S. Asia Bureau Chief, Delhi 
- Malcolm Dean, Guardian London 
- Abdullah Al Qaq, Rai al Aam & Reuters, Kuwait 
- Ali Bahaijoub, Maghreb Press Agency, Bureau Chief,London 
- Mohammad Keshvaji, Aiglemont 
- Dr. A.A. Najam AKU 
 
 
On 8.11.1985, they attended a debriefing at the AKRSP office, followed by an exquisite cold lunch served on 
the office lawns by the Serena Lodge. After lunch, three journalists went away by helicopter to visit health and 
educational projects in Singal and Sherqilla, while Elliott went on a road trip to Shahtote and Hanuchal with 
the GM, Mr. Shaw, HWK and TH. The briefing was an unusual experience for us, since the journalists kept 
firing questions at the GM throughout his presentation. 
 
Mr. Elliott's visit to Shahtote & Hanuchal 
 
The GM and HWK rode with Elliott, while TH travelled with Mr. Shaw in another vehicle.d The party were met 
by SO Gilgit, Sultan Hamid, at the roadside, just below the command area of the Shahtote channel, and 
climbed up a rather steep qualley to the lower of the two terraces. The board with charts was brought down 
from the upper terrace, and the Manager of the VO explained the project and the proposed land development. 
Mr. Elliott's questions concerned the differences that AKRSP has made to the lives of the VO members. Why 
couldn't the villagers construct the channel on their own? (they had been trying for 20 years) Why didn't the 
government finance the channel? (government shows more money spent than is expended on the project) 
How important was the new land to the villagers? ("We will move here, because there's no land left in the 
village"). Mr. Elliott also asked the 8-10 villagers present whether they, as Sunnis, were disturbed at receiving 
money from the Ismailis. The villagers said that it was not something that bothered them. The VO President, 
an elderly man, said "The Ismailies are better than us because they help each other". 
 
From Shahtote, the party drove back to Hanuchal, where Mr. Elliott and the GM walked along the channel in 
darkness (it was just after sunset). Mr. Shaw later remarked that the transformation of Mr. Elliott started at 
Hanuchal! The GM's insistence on walking along the channel with a group of villagers had obviously been a 
correct decision. 
 
The party drove back to Gilgit with Mr. Shaw and TH accompanying Mr. Elliott in one vehicle. The day's work 
had taken its toll on Mr. Elliott, who at one stage, went to sleep in between sentences! We arrived in Gilgit by 
about 1930 hours. 
 
Dinner and post-dinner conversations 
 
Mr. & Mrs. Shaw and TH joined all the four journalists and M/s Keshvaji and Najam for dinner at 2000 hours 
on 8th November. All the visitors were highly charged after their field visits, though Abdullah was clearly 
overcome by having missed his sleep for 48 hours. Dinner conversation was dominated by rapid-fire 
questions from the English journalists, who covered everything from local food, history and customs to religion 
and politics. Mr. Elliott in particular, was relentlessly probing in his questions on the religious dimensions of 
AKRSP's work. This prompted Dr. Naja,m to ask, "Why should we talk about religious differences in this 
modern world? The journalists, though polite to Dr. Najam, continued to come back to the religion theme in 
subsequent conversations. 



 
During dinner, it appeared that Mr. Elliott and Mr. Dean had very different styles: Mr. Dean wrote down 
everything, and his story would emerge much later, while Mr. Elliott probably already had an outline and 
needed local colour and facts to go along with it. Mr. Dean asked a few questions about AKRSP's plans for 
agricultural development, and Mr. & Mrs. Shaw obligingly prompted the ever-ready TH to present his findings 
from the wheat survey. TH also covered the entire rang of activities, from training to trials on maize, wheat, 
chickpea and pastures. Mr. Dean wrote down everything! Mr. Dean also asked about local food, saying he 
could put a story in the women's section of the Guardian. 
 
After dinner, Mr. & Mrs. Shaw and TH had another long session with the English journalists. This time, Mr. 
Shaw took his time explaining the background of AKRSP and its GM, the role of Dr. Akhter Hameed Khan, 
the understanding between His Highness and the President, the local politician and religious situation and the 
opportunities for the future of AKRSP. It became apparent that, as the journalists started understanding the 
nature of AKRSP and its project area, their suspicions started disappearing slowly. Byu the end of the 
evening, although not by means sold on AKRSP, both Mr. Elliott and Mr. Dean were no longer aggressive; 
they were not yet believers, but they were definitely agnostic. 
 
Village visits on 9th November 
 
The party consisted of the six visitors plus the GM, HWK and TH. Most of the visitors had remembered to 
bring their brochure on village profiles, and the English journalists scribbled their notes for each village in this 
brochure. There were several appreciative comments about both the brochures printed by AKF(P), and also 
about the additional village profiles on Broshal and Gawachi. The profile for Roshanabad-Sherabad, which 
was supposed to be given to us by SOU Hunza, was delivered neither by the SO in Zodokhon nor by the SE 
in Shehrsabz. 
 
It was cold in Zodokhon, where a large number of villagers from Zodokhon, Ispanji and Shitmerg had 
gathered to meet the party. The VO office-bearers explained their project and the performance of their VOs. 
The English journalists asked questions about every aspect of the AKRSP package. Mr. Abdullah got himself 
photographed with a bunch of children who seemed to move him deeply. Mr. Kashvaji was overwhelmed by 
the starkness of the surroundings in which the villagers lived. Mr. Bahaijoub was awed by the majesty of the 
mountains. The GM translated; HWK prompted and TH froze. 
 
At Shehrsabz, the party met villagers from both Risht and Shehrsabz. Since the Risht Manager was absent, 
discussion was dominated by Shehrsabz. The meeting was held in a local house, around a crackling bokhari 
fire. The visitors now extended their questions to local crops and expressed a keen interest in the work of the 
Risht livestock specialist. Since TH had just given a copy of his Risht case study to the livestock specialist (for 
his VO's records), a table was produced immediately showing the complete vaccination record and payments 
for all 27 households in Risht. 
 
Tea was served on board the helicopter between Shehrsabz and Soust. 
 
The Soust tunnel started the transformation of Mr.l Bahaijoub and Mr. Abdullah, the latter exclaiming "w'Allah' 
at discovering that the tunnel was meant for irrigation. Mr. Bahaijoub remarked repeatedly that such feats 
simply had to be seen to be believed. It appeared that, in their thinking, the Arab journalists were still in the 
PPI phase, while the English journalists had already entered the post-PPI phase by Soust. All visitors showed 
great appreciation for the fact that the tunnel had been constructed with the determination and knowledge of 
the villagers: the primitive implements as display at the tunnel entrance were ample testimony to the resolution 
of the men who wielded them. 
 
At Passu, the party attended a colourful meeting in the school at which most of the men, women and children 
of Passu had turned out. The President of the VO and the female Secretary of the Women's Section of the 
VO gave elaborate presentations on their work, the forming using a nice chart, and the latter reading from a 
prepared text. Mr. Dean now began to pursue vigorously his thoughts on the future of women in the rural 
economy. His main concerned seemed to be to predict the future status and work load of women. His 
question on whether men should do the cooking instead of women led to several statements in the negative. 
The final statement on family harmony under the status quo came from an elderly men, and was translated as 



follows by the newly-married Ahmad Jami Sakhi (SO Training, on honeymoon in Passu): "Uncle says, just as 
your wives are lovely to you, so our wives are lovely to us". Great laughter followed and the debate was 
closed. Mr. Elliott was impressed by the high savings that the VO had effected from the project grant given by 
AKRSP; this partially answered his persistent queries on the source of VO savings. 
 
The next stop was the school at Shishkat. Since Shishkat had to be visited before the school closed at 1330 
hours, the flight to Shimshal had to be abandoned. 
 
After Shishkat, the party headed for Broshal, in the heart of poverty-ridden upper Nagar. Here, the VO 
meeting was held in the courtyard of the Imam Bargah, and was also attended by Dr. Farman Ali and the two 
AI technicians whose white uniforms alluded to a certain favourable activity earlier that day. In introducing the 
visitors to the villagers, the GM mentioned that Mr. Abdullah was from Kuwait and asked if anyone from the 
village had been to Kuwait; the President of the VO, it turned out, had spent several years in Kuwait with the 
Pakistan Embassy. The discussion centered around a point raised by Mr. Elliott:why had Broshal progressed 
so far, so fast, while neighbouring villages had lagged behind? Although VO office bearers presented other 
explanations, the GM insisted that the success of the Broshal VO was due to the quality of the activists 
working for it - they had grasped the essentials of the AKRSP approach much faster than their neighbours. 
The activists had led the village out of its stagnation. By the time we left Broshal, Mr. Elliott was on the verge 
of renouncing his agnosticism: "Should I be impressed by this place"? he asked TH as much as himself. 
 
The next stop was Roshanabad-Sherabad, a small, tightly-knit village that has excelled in the marketing 
programme. The meeting was in a house and was attended by both men and women. The presentation by 
the VO used several flip charts, with colourful columns distinguishing between one variable and another! This 
VO seems unique in its interpretation of the notion of village specialists: there are separate specialist 
salesmen for livestock and fruit, in addition to the usual cadre trained by AKRSP. Every single item sold by the 
VO has figures for and comparisons between 1984 and 1985. The volumes of sales provided another part of 
the answer to Mr. Elliott's question on the sources of VO savings. Mr. Dean spent several minutes discussing 
women's programmes with Ms Yasmin, Women's`Coordinator for Hunza, who responded with great 
confidence and to Mr. Dean's apparent satisfaction. 
 
The last event - the grand finale - was a visit to the Gawachi pipeline that is slung hundreds of feet over a 
mountain stream. As always, the helicopter landing on the ledge provided the first flurry of excitement. The 
pipeline itself drew more gasps of amazement. A man walking on the narrow pipeline-bridge simply 
accentuated the extraordinary. All this, followed by the helicopter takeoff with a 180-turn, made Gawachi a 
memory that will continue to introduce, uncalled, upon the consciousness of all those who came that day to 
witness the marvels of nature and the measure of the human spirit. 
 
Comments in the Visitor's Book: 
 
 
Mr. John Elliott   Most impressive - so much local enthusiasm and so little bureaucracy! 
 
Mr. Malcolm Dean  Only one thing left to achieve with productivity rising as easily as HH's 

helicopter - get the men into the kitchen! 
 

 Mr. Mohammad Keshvaji People are a Nation's greatest asset. It is remarkable what energy can be unleashed 
when they are given the opportunity to be productive. Indeed, mountains 
can be moved. The human endeavour has to be seen to be believed. 

 
Mr. Ali Bahaijoub  Delighted with your work. Keep at it. Please! 
 
 
Interview given by Abdullah Al Qaq to Radio Pakistan 
 
The interview was taped by Radio Pakistan, Gilgit on the evening of 9th November and broadcast locally. Mr. 
Abdullah declared himself highly impressed by the development work going on in Gilgit, and said there was 
no reason why the Gulf Coordination Council should not support it financially. 


